
Abstract. Background/Aim: Proper radiographic
documentation of implant alignment is needed to analyse
malrotation and malpositioning. We examined whether
intraoperative fluoroscopic images can achieve more
accurate image quality than postoperative radiographic X-
ray images. Patients and Methods: We prospectively
analysed 30 consecutive patients after total knee arthroplasty
(TKA). We compared intraoperative fluoroscopic images with
postoperative radiographic X-ray images. Radiation
exposure was documented. Results: Fluoroscopic anterior-
posterior images could achieve accurate image quality in
77% compared to 60% in radiographic images (p=0.016)
and 54% compared to 34% on lateral view, respectively
(p=0.008). Very good intra-observer correlation for
fluoroscopic images could be achieved for femoral α angle
with 0.84. Radiation exposure was 0.087+/-0.128 mGy.
Conclusion: We observed significantly better image quality
in fluoroscopic images than in radiographic X-ray images.
The observed radiation exposure is lower than those
expected for radiographic X-ray images. We conclude that
fluoroscopic images can produce higher image quality and
decreased radiation exposure.

Exact component fixation and alignment of total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) is imperative to reduce postoperative
pain and obtain patient satisfaction and good clinical
function (1-4). Therefore proper radiographic documentation
of coronal and sagittal implant alignment is needed to
analyse malrotation and malpositioning (5, 6). Due to a lack
of consistency in roentgenographic reporting of findings,
rating systems have been described (2, 5, 7). The original
Knee Society Clinical Rating System had been described in
1989 by Ewald et al. and has been adapted by Meneghini et
al. They intended to modernized and updated the
radiographic evaluation system as a rising diversity and
complexity in implant design came up. Therfore they aimed
to accumulate radiographic data in a standardized manner (5,
7, 8). In addition, a well aligned postoperative image is
inevitable for compareability to detect implant loosening
over time. 

However, accurate and precise radiographic images are
difficult to obtain as they depend on several parameters.
Using either standing or portable radiographs for the
measurement of the knee joint centre gives significant
different values due to changes in the rotation of the knee in
the presence of knee flexion (9). Limb rotation and knee
flexion of 10˚, either alone or in combination, has a
significant effect on measured values of the anatomic
alignment (10-13). Further patients’ specific parameters like
pain and casts can make proper radiograph acquisition
challenging. 

Looking for improvement of measured parameter
reliability and reproducibility, the use of 3D-CT has shown
better reliability than 2D-CT. However, radiation exposure is
much higher compared to radiographic X-ray images (1, 14).

The use of intraoperative fluoroscopy of the anaesthetized
patient reduces the patient’s incompliances due to pain and
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could be a tool to improve image acquisition. It has been
shown that fluoroscopically assisted radiographs increased
the sensitivity of detecting tibial component loosening over
standard radiographic X-rays after TKA during regular
follow up (15). The amount of additional radiation dose is
variable between the patients as the number of images and
the exposure time varies. An extra amount corresponding to
8-12 images is needed to produce accurate fluoroscopic
images. This summarizes about 5-10 seconds of fluoroscopic
exposure time. An fluoroscopic exposure rate of 1
mGy/minute is described in the literature with a consecutive
exposure of 0.05-0.15 mGy (15). In comparison, a standard
knee radiographic image has an exposure of 0.05-0.1 mGy
as well. Taking the specific tissue properties into
consideration, the effective dose is lower than 0.005 mSv per
standard knee radiograph (15).

The purpose of this study was to analyse if i)
intraoperative fluoroscopy can produce a more accurate
image quality than postoperative X-ray and ii) differences in
the TKA-analysing angles, as described by the Knee Society
Clinical Rating System, can be observed. 

The hypothesis of the study was that fluoroscopic images
can produce more accurate images than postoperative
radiographic X-ray and that measured angles are different
between fluoroscopic images and postoperative X-rays. 

Patients and Methods

We prospectively analysed 28 consecutive knees in 30 patients who
underwent TKA in our level one trauma centre. Two patients had to
be excluded due to incomplete image acquisition with missing
radiographic X-ray patellar images due to pain during flexion. The
sample size was restricted due to the prospective design of the
study, as well as radiation exposure of the patients. The knee
implant used in all cases was the iTotal- Conformis knee prosthesis
eather cruciate retaining (CR) or posterior stabalized (PS)
(ConforMIS Inc., Billerica, MA, USA). The study was approved by
our local ethics committee (Nr 7729_BO_S_2018). Informed
consent was obtained from the patients. 

Fluoroscopy- and radiographic X-ray imaging. Intraoperative
fluoroscopic images were taken by a board certified orthopaedic
surgeon. For the anterior-posterior (ap) view, the patient was in
supine position, and the patellar was determined by palpation. The
X-ray beam was set perpendicular to the joint line and perpendicular
to the midshaft of the femur and tibia (7). For the lateral view, the
X-ray beam was directed laterally, again perpendicular to the joint
line. The patella was evaluated using 30˚ axial-/skyline-/Merchant-
view (7, 8). The images were repeated until the surgeon believed to
have accurate image quality. Imaging was considered accurate if i)
central positioning of the patella in the AP view and 1/3 of the
fibular head was behind the tibia, ii) complete overlapping of the
medial and lateral condyle in the lateral view and iii) the patella was
observed in the trochlear groove (8, 16).

Postoperatively, radiographic X-ray images were taken by trained
radiological medical techniqual assistants (MTA). For the ap view,

the X-ray beam was perpendicular to the joint line while for the
lateral view, the beam was directed laterally and perpendicular to
the joint line and for the patella we used 30˚ axial views. Images
were not repeated if they were not strictly correct. Both,
fluoroscopic images and radiographic X-ray images were evaluated
by two trained orthopaedic surgeons as either accurate or non-
accurate (yes/no) twice in an interval of four weeks. 

Measurements using the modern knee society radiographic
evaluation system.
Anteriorposterior view/Coronal alignment: The α angle for
alignment of the femoral component was measured between the
femoral shaft axis and the articular surface of the femoral
component. The β angle for alignment of the tibial component,
defined as the angle between the tibial shaft axis, which was
determined by the center of four carticalices-marking dots, and the
articular surface of the tibial component, was measured (1, 5, 7)
(Figure 1 a,d).

Lateral view/Sagittal alignment: The γ angle for alignment of the
femoral component was measured between the most distal femoral
fixation surface and the femoral shaft axis. The δ angle or tibial
slope angle was measured between the tibial shaft axis and the
articular surface line of the tibial component (1, 5, 7) (Figure 1 b,e). 

Merchant view/Patellofemoral alignment: The γ angle or patellar
tilt angle was determined by the anterior surface of the femoral
component and the axis of the patellar (1, 5, 7) (Figure 1 c,f).

Statistical analysis. An a priori sample size calculation was
performed on the given data by Chalmers et al. (15). A required
sample size of 26 knees was calculated. Data was summarized using
Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA)
software and statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS
Statistics® Version 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Angles on
flouroscopic images and radiographic X-ray images were measured
in random order. For intra-observer reliability, Pearson correlation
testing was performed for scale-based variables and Spearman
correlation testing for nominal based variables. To assess inter-
observer reliability, the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs)
between the measurements were compared. Perfect reliability is
indicated by an ICC value of 1, very good 0.81 to 1, good 0.61 to
0.80, moderate 0.41 to 0.60 and poor reliability by ICC <0.40 (15).
To evaluate the precise image quality, means between all
measurements were compared. Data were tested for normal
distribution with the Kolmogorov Smirnoff Test. If data were
normally distributed for comparative statistics, the parametric t-test
was used. If data were not normally distributed, the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U-test was used. To determine inter-observer
reliability, the Pearson correlation r of the two measurements was
calculated. Data was described by mean±standard deviation defining
significance level at α=0.05.

Results

We included 28 consecutive knees in 30 patients. Out of
these we included 20 men and 8 women with a mean age of
68+/-13 (range=25-87) years. Fluoroscopic images could
achieve excellent image quality on AP images in 77%
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compared to 60% in radiographic X-ray images (p=0.016).
Concerning lateral images, fluoroscopic images showed 54%
accurate image quality compared to 34% in radiographic X-
ray images (p=0.008). On patella images, fluoroscopic
images showed no difference in image quality compared to
radiographic images (40% vs. 50%; p=0.217).

Intra-observer correlation was heterogeneous (Table I).
Very good correlation could be achieved for the femoral α
angle with 0.84 and good correlation for the patella γ angle
and femoral γ angle with 0.773 and 0.657, respectively, on
fluoroscopic images. For correlation between fluoroscopic

and radiographic X-ray images, good correlation could be
achieved for femoral α angle with 0.692. Further correlation
testing showed only poor results. 

Inter-observer correlation for fluoroscopic vs. fluoroscopic
images was very good for femoral α angle with 0.844 and
good for patellar γ angle with 0.726. Fluoroscopic- vs.
radiographic X-ray images showed only poor correlation
between both observers (Table II).

Comparing fluoroscopic and radiological data, the femoral
flexion angle α was 94˚+/-4˚ on fluoroscopic images vs. 95˚+/-
3˚ on postoperative radiographic X-ray images (p=0.283). The
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Figure 1. Flouroscopic image and radiographic X-ray image analysis and angle acquisition: a-c: flouroscopic images, d-f: radiographic X-ray images.
a,d: Anteriorposterior view/Coronal alignment: BLUE. The α angle for alignment of the femoral component was measured between the femoral shaft
axis and the articular surface of the femoral component. RED: The β angle for alignment of the tibial component between the tibial shaft axis and
the articular surface of the tibial component was measured. (1,5,7) b,e: Lateral view/Sagittal alignment. BLUE: The γ angle for alignment of the
femoral component was measured between the most distal femoral fixation surface and the femoral shaft axis. RED: The δ angle or tibial slope angle
was measured between the tibial shaft axis and the articular surface line of the tibial component. c,f: Merchant view/Patellofemoral alignment.:
BLUE: The γ angle or patellar tilt angle was determined by the anterior surface of the femoral component and the axis of the patellar. 



tibial angle β was 88˚+/-2˚ on fluoroscopic images vs. 88˚+/-
2˚ on postoperative radiographic X-ray images (p=0.681), the
femoral flexion γ was 13˚+/-3˚ on fluoroscopic images vs.
10˚+/-2˚ on postoperative radiographic X-ray images
(p=0.004), the tibial angle δ was 89˚+/-2˚ on fluoroscopic
images vs. 87˚+/-3˚ on postoperative radiographic X-ray
images (p=0.145) and on patellar skyline- view the patellar tilt
angle γ was 4.5+/-8 on fluoroscopic images and 1+/-8 on
postoperative radiographic X-ray images (p=0.015).

Radiation. Radiation exposure was 0.087+/-0.128 mGy.
Exposure time was 20+/-21 s. Exposure rate was not
significantly different for good/not-good AP-images, lateral-
images and patella-images (p>0.05).

Discussion

In our study we compared intraoperative fluoroscopic- and
postoperative radiographic X-ray images of the knee after
TKA for their accuracy and precision, determined intra- and
inter- observer reliability, and measured radiation exposure.
Three major findings could be observed. First, we could find
significant more accurate image quality in fluoroscopic
images than in radiographic images. Second, our data show

very good intra- and inter-observer correlation for femoral α
angle and patellar γ angle on fluoroscopic and radiographic
images. Further good intra- and inter-observer correlations
could be observed. Third, the observed radiation exposure is
equal to those described in the literature and lower than those
expected for radiographic X-ray images. We therefore
conclude that fluoroscopic intraoperative images can produce
a better image quality and reduce total radiation exposure in
patients after TKA. That means that the hypothesis of the
study, that a better image accuracy can be achieved by
fluoroscopic images was confirmed by our data. Differences
in precision of the measured angles were seen in tibial
angles, but not in femoral and patellar angles, which
confirms our second hypothesis only partially. 

Fluoroscopic images have been shown to improve
detection of radiolucent lines (17, 18). The general benefit
of fluoroscopic images compared to radiographic X-ray
images to detect pathologies like loose components in TKA
is an improvement of 10% precision on the AP and lateral
views (15). Our data show fluoroscopic images can produce
nearly 20% more accurate images in both the AP and lateral
view than conventional postoperative radiographic images.
Additionally, we have to consider that two patients were not
able to participate in patellar imaging due to pain. This might
even increase the number of accurate images. We believe
that further improvements of fluoroscopic image accuracy
were sacrificed in order to reduce the exposure to
intraoperative radiation. We therefore think that fluoroscopic
images might help to improve the analysis of malpositioning
and malrotation and help to detect implant loosening (5, 6).
This has to be tested in further analyses. 

Correlation testing for fluoroscopic images vs. fluoroscopic
images, revealed very good to good intra- and inter-observer
correlation. As fluoroscopic- and radiographic X-ray images
differed, poor intra- and inter-observer correlation could be
observed. Interestingly tibial angles showed worse correlation
testing than femoral angles. For fluoroscopic images on AP
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Table I. Intra-observer reliability for measured fluoroscopic and
radiographic angles. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). AP,
Antero-posterior.

Within R1 (two measurements)
Reliability

Mean Spearman p-Value
Pearson r Correlation

Fluoroscopic vs. Fluoroscopic 
imaging

AP-view 0.302 0.109
Lateral view 0.486 0.009
Patellar view 1 <0.001
Femoral α angle 0.842 <0.001
Tibial β angle 0.335 0.081
Femoral γ angle 0.657 <0.001
Tibial δ angle 0.369 0.054
Patellar γ angle 0.773 <0.001

Fluoroscopic vs. Radiographic 
imaging

AP-view 0.221 0.259
Lateral view 0.043 0.828
Patellar view 0.27 0.164
Femoral α angle 0.692 <0.001
Tibial β angle 0.57 0.002
Femoral γ angle 0.341 0.076
Tibial δ angle 0.394 0.038
Patellar γ angle 0.52 0.005

Bold values show statistical significance.

Table II. Inter-observer reliability for measured fluoroscopic and
radiographic angles. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

R1 mean vs. R2

Fluoroscopy vs. Fluoroscopy vs.
Fluoroscopy Radiographic images

ICC ICC

Femoral α angle 0.844 0.094
Tibial β angle 0.332 0.452
Femoral γ angle 0.65 0.014
Tibial δ angle 0.364 0.289
Patellar γ angle 0.726 0.063



view, less tibial than femoral bone for reliable tibial shaft axis
determination during the measurement of the β angle might
have been the reason for poor intra- and inter-observer
correlation. A recent study has shown that postoperative
standing long leg radiographic X-ray images (30×60 cm) after
primary TKA are an equal accurate procedure to determine
both anatomical and mechanical axis compared to standing
long lag radiographic X-ray images (19). As the distance of
the knee to the image intensifier correlates with the
magnification and the size of the projected field of view,
differences in the amount of the projected tibial shaft might
have been present between the images. A less precise
determination of the measured angles and thus a smaller
intra- and inter-rater correlation might have been the result.
Furthermore, the tibial joint line to determine the δ
angle/tibial slope seems to be more affected by rotation than
femoral angles. Limb rotation and knee flexion of 10˚, either
alone or in combination can significantly affect measured
values of the anatomic alignment; this can explain the poor
correlation of measured angles between fluoroscopic images
and radiographic X-ray images (10-13).

Furthermore the measured radiation exposure with
0.087+/-0.128 mGy is comparable to data from the literature
(15). Whereas one standard knee radiographic image has an
exposure of 0.05-0.1 mGy, our total image acquisition
radiation exposure is approximately 1/3 of total postoperative
radiation and we therefore believe that fluoroscopic images
should be used to gain better images and improve patients’
safety by means of reduced radiation exposure. We believe
that, as fluoroscopic images can be more precise than
radiographic X-ray images, postoperative radiographic X-ray
images are not necessary anymore. 

Of note, the measured angles and images were obtained
from patients undergoing TKA with prothesis from one
manufacturer (Confomis ITotal eather CR or PS). Therefore,
the external validity to other implants is reduced, however,
internal validity, comparing data undergoing the same
procedure, is high. The small sample size is one limitation.
The sample size was restricted due to the prospective design
of the study including radiation exposure of the patients. The
number of patients is comparable to the literature and
significant differences could be measured. Patient number is
furthermore slightly above the required sample size as
determined by a priori power analysis. Fluoroscopic images
and radiographic images have not been obtained by the same
surgeon. However, as radiographic images have been
obtained by trained MTA performing radiographic images on
a daily routine base, the results are even more impressive.

Conclusion

We could find significantly better image quality in
fluoroscopic images than in radiographic X-ray images. Our

data show very good intra- and inter-observer correlation for
the femoral α angle and patellar γ angle on fluoroscopic and
radiographic images. The observed radiation exposure is
equal to those described in the literature and lower than those
expected for radiographic X-ray images. We therefore
conclude that fluoroscopic images can produce higher image
quality and decrease the total radiation exposure compared
to radiographic X-ray images in patients after TKA.
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